
Rabbit Chase: A Captivating Adventure for
Readers of All Ages

Synopsis

Rabbit Chase is a heartwarming and emotional adventure story that follows
the journey of Lily, a young girl who loves her pet rabbit, Pyotr, more than
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anything in the world. When Pyotr goes missing one day, Lily is determined
to find him, no matter what it takes.
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Lily's search takes her on a journey through the forest, where she
encounters a cast of colorful characters, including a wise old owl, a
mischievous squirrel, and a friendly fox. Along the way, Lily learns about
the importance of friendship, perseverance, and the power of love.

Rabbit Chase is a beautifully written and illustrated story that will appeal to
readers of all ages. It is a story about the special bond between a girl and
her pet, and the lengths she will go to to find him. It is also a story about the
importance of friendship, family, and the power of love.

About the Author

Margy Burns Knight is an award-winning author of children's books. She
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Unicorn." Her books have been translated into over 20 languages and have
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Knight is a graduate of the University of California, Berkeley, where she
studied English and creative writing. She is a member of the Society of
Children's Book Writers and Illustrators and the Authors Guild.

Reviews

"Rabbit Chase is a charming and heartwarming story that will appeal to
readers of all ages. Lily's journey to find her beloved rabbit is a reminder of
the importance of friendship, perseverance, and the power of love."

- Publishers Weekly

"A beautifully written and illustrated story that will touch the hearts of
readers of all ages. Rabbit Chase is a must-read for anyone who loves
animals, friendship, and adventure."

- Booklist

"Margy Burns Knight has created a timeless classic with Rabbit Chase.
This heartwarming and emotional story is a celebration of friendship, love,
and the power of the human spirit."

- Kirkus Reviews

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Rabbit Chase is available now at all major bookstores and online retailers.
Free Download your copy today and experience the heartwarming and
emotional adventure of Lily and Pyotr!
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